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the body react to America, and the soul to Africa ? I must
answer this question by saying that only the manners are
influenced by the negro, but what happens to the soul tfmst
be further investigated.
It is natural that in the dreams of my American patients
the negro should play no insignificant r&le as an expression
of the inferior sides of their personality. A European might
similarly dream of tramps or other representatives of the
lower classes. But by far the greater number of dreams,
especially those at the beginning of an analytical treatment,
are superficial. It was only in the course of a very thorough
and deep analysis that I came upon symbols that are con-
nected with Indian symbolism. The progressive tendency
of the unconscious, in other words its hero-motive, chooses
the Indian as its symbol, just as certain coins in the United
States bear an Indian head. This latter fact is perhaps an
honourable tribute—though not fully recognized—to the
Indian, for whom the hatred once felt has now passed away.
But taken in its deeper significance it is an expression of the
fact mentioned above that the American hero-motive has
chosen the Indian as an ideal symbol. It would certainly
never occur to any American administration to place the
head of Cetewayo, Booker Washington, or any other negro
hero on their coins. Monarchical states prefer the head of the
sovereign upon their coins; democratic states employ other
symbols of their ideals. In my book, Psychology of the
Unconscious, I have 'published a detailed example of ,an
American hero-phantasy—I could add a dozen simitar
examples.
The hero-motive always contains what a mail desires
from the bottom of his heart, and what he would most gladly
realize. The nature of the phantasy that goes to the building
of the hero-motive has, therefore, always a special importance.
In the American hero-phantasy the Indian character plays a
leading part. The American conception of sport goes far
beyond the notions of the easy-going European. Only Indian

